FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

John Liptak Joins JurInnov as Technical Analyst

New Position Will Support the Ongoing Growth of Data Harvesting Services at the Legal Technology Consulting Company

CLEVELAND, OHIO – Tuesday August 22, 2006 – JurInnov Ltd. (www.jurinnov.com), an international consulting company that provides technology solutions for the legal and business communities, today announced the appointment of John G. Liptak as a Technical Analyst at the company’s headquarters in the Idea Center at Playhouse Square. He will primarily assist the Electronic Data Discovery team with a variety of data harvesting tasks, including data management, data migration, data analysis, hardware configuration and programming.

Mr. Liptak is a 2006 graduate of Franciscan University of Steubenville with a Bachelor of Science in Computer Information Science with a Minor in Business Administration.

“I am excited to add John as a valuable member of our team,” stated Brad Mixner, Manager of Electronic Data Discovery Services for JurInnov. “His technical and business background will enable John to excel and become an active participant in the continued expansion of JurInnov’s data harvesting and electronic data discovery services.”

About JurInnov Ltd.

Established in the year 2000 by Timothy M. Opsitnick, JurInnov Ltd. has become a trusted resource for companies whose litigation technology needs are as varied and specialized as the companies themselves. JurInnov’s international consulting practice focuses on the application of technology solutions to challenging litigation demands of law firms and their clients, including the development of litigation and document management systems, document and electronic data warehousing, electronic
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